Combined with Bill Martin's singsong text, they create unforgettable images of these endearing animals. Thirty-five years after their first groundbreaking collaboration, the creators of Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? and Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear? reunited to address the important topic of animal conservation. A Bald Eagle soars, a Spider Monkey swings, a Macaroni Penguin struts, and a Red Wolf sneaks through Bill Martin Jr.'s rhythmic text and Eric Carle's vibrant images, and all are watched over by our best hope for the future: a dreaming child.

I see a red bird looking at me. This celebrated classic is a favorite for all ages. Readers first meet Brown Bear, followed by Red Bear, Red more. Read this book on Epic! Book Details. Epic is the leading digital reading platform built on a collection of 40,000+ popular, high-quality books from 250+ of the world's best publishers that safely fuels curiosity and reading confidence for kids 12 and under. Adapted by Mrs. Lidia. This book belongs to Name_ Class_.

Brown bear, brown bear, what do you see? I see a red bird looking at me. Red bird, ______, what do you see? I see a yellow duck looking at me. Yellow duck, ______, what do you see? I see a blue horse looking at me. Blue horse, ______, what do you see? I see a green frog looking at me. Green frog, ______, what do you see? I see a purple cat looking at me. Purple cat, ______, what do you see? A goldfish, and a teacher looking at us. That's what we see! What Do You See? book. Read 130 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. ClaireI believed I had my future all planned out. College, track... Yes, I did and this book deserves every single star! "What do you see?" is heartbreaking New Adult Romance story about two young college student who falls in love and shows us that no matter what happens in life their love will never disappear. The relationship between Clarie and Jake it's from the beginning, something you won't find in any other book. What I love the most in this book is Jake's unconditionally love for Five stars for Clarie and Jake â€œ!